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ABSTRACT

Sources on juvenile delinquency are scarce in ancient Egypt. As the Egyptian be- 
lieved in maat, a term which comprises the world-order, righteousness, justice, and 
truth, they evaded mentioning anything that went against maat. Thus we cannot ex- 
pect to find many references to criminal offences committed by minors. The only 
sources which may yield data are such as the teachings of a father to his son while he 
is growing up, and letters written for school purposes of a type in which a teacher 
admonishes his pupil to keep to his studies and to avoid anything that might distract 
him. The conduct described in these documents may be seen as juvenile mis- 
behaviour, though it may not have been punishable if committed by an adult.
As we have no records of trials or any other kind of legal record concerning the of- 
fences of young people, it would appear that they were under the supervision of their 
father or teacher and subjected to their authority in case of misbehaviour. Nothing 
points to the existence of a higher authority to whom the culprit would be surren- 
dered. Similarly, a young person entering upon his career had to submit to the au- 
thority of his superior,-either a workman, a craftsman, a priest, an officer, or an official 
under whose instruction he was trained or prepared for his future craft or profession.

Attitude towards children

The official attitude of the Ancient Egyptian towards children was of a high 
ethical standard. We can not say if the treatment of children in daily life came 
up to that standard. As in all times this would have depended on the indi- 
vidual person.
As far as we can determine, the child was considered as innocent inasmuch 
as it was still in a state of ignorance. Already in the late 6th Dynasty (the last 
century of the 3rd millenium B.C.) the wise Ptahhotep states:
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"No one is born wise,"1
and in the Coffin texts which were recorded at the beginning of the 2nd mil- 
lenium B.C. the deceased refers to himself as being unknowing and childlike 
in order to plead his innocence during the Judgement of the dead.2 Many 
centuries later the deceased admits to having committed blasphemy only as 
an unknowing child,3 and in the 6th century B.C. the god's wife Ankhnes- 
neferibre refers to her childish innocence, should she be found wanting in 
her praise of god:

"No one has taken offence at an unknowing soul,
(many things) one can not know because of (ones) youth."4 

The child was considered as faultless because of its innocence:
"I am young, one who has no faults yet," 

a priest declares in the Late Period,5 and at the same period in texts of 
children who died early the ignorance and thus the innocence ot the child 
who appears in front of the judge of the dead is often emphasized.6 
According to mythological texts the punishment of innocent children was 
considered an injustice.7 According to the Greek author Diodorus Egyptian 
law protected a pregnant woman from the death-penalty until her confine- 
ment, as the unborn child was not to suffer any punishment.8 A text from the 
end of the 2nd millenium B.C. reflects the hope that a god should become 
well-disposed through the prayers of innocent children,9 and Greek authors 
mention that in Egypt prophetic abilities were attributed to children because 
of their innocence.10
According to the Papyrus Insinger, which dates to the Ptolemaic Period (the 
last century B.C.) the first ten years of life were considered as the time of 
childhood:

"He (man) spends ten <years> as a child before he understands death 
and life."11

Small children were to be treated with special care and indulgence, as we 
understand from the letters of Hekanakhte and Djehutimose to their eldest 
sons who managed their households during their fathers absence from 
home.12 The little son of Hekanakhte was not to be forced to do anything: 
"Whatever else he wants, you should let him enjoy what he wants."13 But 
the very fact that Hekanakhte had to admonish his eldest son over this, 
shows that it was not self-evident. And, when we hear that a son fled from 
the brutality of his own father,14 and that two little children had been cast out 
by their father who married anew after the death of their mother,15 we can 
assume that the reality did not always correspond to that ideal.
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Attitude towards young persons

More was requested from the youth. He was not supposed to spoil himself. 
So we find in the maxims of the wise Ankhsheshonqi, which he wrote down 
for his son before the birth of Christ, the sentence:

"Do not pamper yourself when you are young, lest you be weak when 
you are old."16

The same idea is delivered to us on an ostracon from more than a thousand 
years earlier:

"Do not spare your body while you are a youth;
food comes through the hands, nourishment through the feet,"17

and:
"Do not boast of your strength while you are young; 
you may find tomorrow as gall on [your] lips."18 

The young fellow was to perform the work he was capable of doing:
"Do not spare your son work when you can make him do it."19 

The surviving admonitions and letters of teachers to their pupils give us an 
insight into the education of the sons of officials, of the conduct which was 
demanded from a student, and the punishment which threatened him when 
he did not comply with the requirements.
On entering school the child had to fit in. A pupil complains bitterly about 
his nurse who rebukes him instead of comforting him, when he comes home 
from school crying.20
A son or pupil had to listen to his father or teacher. When he did not follow 
he was to be punished:

"But an offspring can make trouble:
If he strays, neglects your counsel, 
disobeys all that is said, 
his mouth spouting evil speech, 
punish him for all his talk!"21

If nothing helped, a father was supposed to cast out his son, a thought which 
occurs in the teachings of Ptahhotep,22 as well as three hundred years later, 
in the 19th century B.C., on a boundary stela of Sesostris III. who threatens 
not to acknowledge the son as his own who gives away the boundaries he set 
without a fight.23 And in the last century B.C. we find the same thought in 
the Papyrus Insinger again.24
According to the late teachings of Ankhsheshonqi and the Papyrus Insinger 
the father as well is to be blamed if the son is ill bred:

"The children of the fool wander in the street, 
those of the wise man [stand before him]."

The father was to bring up his child with understanding, but he was not to
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refrain from hidings if nothing else helped. The sense of shame was to be ap- 
pealed to with an intelligent child. Beating was a common punishment in 
Ancient Egypt and the Ancient Near East, while education through shame 
was a new element.25 With too much love the child as well as the father is 
harmed.

"A statue of stone is the foolish son whom his father has not in- 
structed.
It is a son's good and blessed portion to receive instruction and to ask. 
No instruction can succeed if there is dislike . . .
The fault in every kind of character comes from not listening.
Thoth (the god of scipture) has placed the stick on earth in order to 
teach the fool by it.
He gave the sense of shame to the wise man so as to escape all punish- 
ment.
The youth who has respect through shame is not scorned with punish- 
ment.
A son does not die from being punished by his father.
He who loves his spoiled son will spoil himself with him.
The stick and shame protect their owner from the fiend.
The son who is not taught, his <father> causes astonishment.
The heart of his father does not desire a long life (for him).
The sensible one among the children is worthy of life.
Better the son of another than a son who is a accursed fool."26

Instructions

Instructions of wise men have been handed down to us from the middle of 
the third, the second half of the second and the end of the first millenium 
B.C. They contain advice regarding behaviour in public and private life.
The vizier Hardjedef (ca. 2600 B.C.) admonishes the student to be respectful, 
modest, reserved in speech and moderate at table,27 virtues which are 
repeated two centuriers later by the vizier Ptahhotep who also teaches his 
pupil humbleness, self-control in disputes, behaviour at the table and at an 
audience, love of the truth, discretion and to beware of transgressing the 
law.28 Self-control in disputes, abstinence and honesty are repeated more 
than a millenium later in the maxims of Ani. New elements appear at this 
time-the demand for piety towards god and the dead parents, and respect 
for the old29-elements which are repeated a few centuries later in the 
Instructions of Amenemope. Besides self-control and silence in disputes 
Amenemope stresses modesty in material possessions and kindness towards
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other especially the ailing and the old.30 Respect for one's superior and for 
the old, humbleness, piety and honesty are virtues repeated in the Instruc- 
tions of Ankhsheshonqi and the Papyrus Insinger, both dating from the end 
of the first millenium B.C.31
Throughout the centuries gluttony seems to have been regarded as most 
detestable.32 According to the author of the Papyrus Insinger all kinds of 
ailments are due to eating and drinking too much. The admonitions of the 
wise Ani remind us of the letters quoted below of teachers to their students 
(note 40 and 43):

"Don't indulge in drinking beer,
lest you utter evil speech
and don't know what you're saying.
If you fall and hurt your body, 
none holds out a hand to you; 
your companions in the drinking 
stand up saying: 'Out with the drunk!'
If one comes to seek you and talk with you, 
one finds you lying on the ground, 
as if you were a little child."33

The opposite of the above-quoted virtues are hot temper, gluttony, drunk- 
eness, lack of piety, pretension with regard to strength or knowledge, intem- 
perate behaviour, scheming, disrespect for one greater than oneself or for 
the old and ailing, avarice and talkativeness. All this is regarded as bad be- 
haviour not subject to any kind of punishment other than the disapproval by 
fellowmen, which might have its effects on the social or professional life of 
the malefactor. In the case of impiety, punishment by the god is threatened. 
While cheating, robbing the poor and any other kind of transgression of the 
law are considered as criminal acts no punishment is ever cited. In the lawsuits 
which have come down to us the age of the culprit is never mentioned. But 
as far as we can see they only concern grown-ups. None of the legal records 
seem to deal with offences committed by children or youths.
Limits are set to sexual behaviour. In the Negative Confession in which the 
deceased protests before the god that he has not committed any crime he 
declares:

"I have not committed adultery . . .
I have not been unchaste . . .
I have not done wrong sexually, I have not practiced homosexuality."34 

Adultery is one of the offences against which the young boy, growing up, is 
warned in the instructions of the wise. Severe punishment, even death, 
threatens the one who has intercourse with a married woman.35
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Teachers' letters to their students

Letters written by teachers and pupils, reflecting the students life, were used 
as teaching materials which the schoolboys had to copy. Some of them have 
survived, allowing us to get a glimpse of the daily life of a student. Diligence 
and obedience were asked for at school. The student who did not live with 
his parents was supposed to look after his clothes himself. All his thoughts 
should be set on becoming a scribe.36
Attention, assiduousness and perseverance were asked for; the student 
was not to give in to any kind of dissipation. If he slackened in his work 
he had to be aware of punishment. He would be tamed as animals could be 
tamed:

"O scribe . . . Spend no day of idleness or you shall be beaten. The boy 
has a back, and he hearkens to the beating of him . . . Apes are taught 
to dance and horses are tamed; a kite can be placed in a nest and a 
falcon be caught by the wings . . ."37

The profession of a scribe is placed above all other occupations which are full 
of hardship and danger and which the student will be subjected to if he gives 
up learning. In the Satire of the Trades eighteen of these laboring professions 
are described in the brightest colours warning the student of the life he might 
have to expect. One of them is quoted in a letter:

"Apply yourself to writing zealously; do not stay your hand. Mark the 
things which the Ruler does. All his designs are stern. All subjects are 
mustered, and the finest of them are taken. The grown man is put to 
be a soldier; a stripling to be a skirmisher; the child, he is brought up 
(only) to be taken away from his mother's bosom. He reaches man- 
hood, his bones being battered. Are you an ass?"38 

But the student does not feel like paying attention and learning all day. He 
roams about neglecting writing and the teaching.39 He prefers to go hunting 
in the marshes or spend his time with idlers, drinking beer and wine, danc- 
ing and visiting prostitutes.40 
The teacher tries to admonish him:

"Love writing, shun dancing . . . Turn your back on throw stick and 
chase."41

If this does not help, the school-boy is beaten with sticks or hippopotamus- 
thongs or even put in stocks and imprisoned in the temple42 But, in some 
cases even the stocks did not keep the student safe. He breaks them or sets 
them afire, scrambles over the wall and either runs to his parents to be com- 
forted and justified, or roams about the streets assailing passers-by and end- 
ing in a public house where he gets totally drunk.43 Here the power of the 
teachers ends and we do not read anything about another authority to which
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the youngster may have been surrendered for his assaults, excepting of 
course to his parents.

Attitude towards the parents

Children were to honour their parents.44 They were to look after them when 
they were old and helpless.45 If they failed they could be partly or totally dis- 
inherited.46 Of greatest importance to the Egyptian was the burial and the 
cult of the dead. The eldest son or any other of the children were obliged to 
bury their parents and to perform the necessary rites during and after the 
burial.

"Libate for your father and mother, 
who are resting in the valley."47

The child who buried had the right of inheritance, a right which is once 
called a "law of pharaoh."

"I am their eldest son, their heir,
I have buried them in the necropolis,"48 

we read in tomb inscriptions. If the children did not fullfil the demands they 
lost all their rights of inheritance. Lawsuits in which persons fight for their 
heritage give evidence of that law.49 We cannot say from which age on a child 
had to care for its parents' well-being. The law suits in question seem to deal 
with grown-ups.
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